been refined to the highest standards [2, 3] . Scientific software is more general and is designed to be used in many different projects (e.g., R and Python packages). The development of ecological 18 software is becoming more common and software is increasingly recognized as a research product 19 [4, 5] .
20
Current standards for code in ecology. Journals are the primary method that ecologists use to com-21 municate results of studies. Therefore, the way journals handle code is of import for evaluating 22 the current status of code in ecology. To explore the current status of code in ecology journals, 23 we identified journals through a search of the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) using the follow-24 ing search terms: "Ecology" for category, "2013" for year, "SCIE" (Science Citation Index) and
25
"SSCI" (Social Sciences Citation Index) editions checked, and "Web of Science" for the category 26 schema. We selected the top 100 results for analysis and, after excluding museum bulletins, a 27 book, and a journal with broken website links, evaluated a total of 96 journals. We searched the 28 author guidelines for each journal to determine if there was any mention of code or software in 29 the context of scientific research. We also conducted more specific searches to determine if jour- The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/027110 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Sep. 28, 2015;  contents to the code (Figure 2a ). In the article, links to code prominently displayed on the first 45 page will also increase visibility (Figure 2b ). This article format has already been adopted by some 46 ecological journals for data, including The American Naturalist. In addition, journals can require and verify that code is made available at the time an article is submitted for review or is accepted for 48 publication [7] . Requirements by journals for data to be made available have been very successful
49
[3]. Specialized software sections in journals go a step further in promoting highly refined code that 50 can be used broadly for ecological analyses and visualization [8] . Communicating the availability 51 of software in a well-described journal format to the ecological community highlights software as Journals can have a significant impact on increasing the value of code within the ecological 65 community. We believe that broad adoption of the suggestions to increase visibility and discov-66 erability of code, as well as requiring its archiving, will motivate more authors to share code. By 67 fostering reproducibility and reuse, more available code can improve the quality and accelerate the 68 rate of research in ecology. A ground-breaking article in the elds of ecology and evolution Chromista A. Fungi 1, 2 , Protozoa B. Plantae 3 , and Animalia C. Bacteria
